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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The formal oonstiniotion of solutions of analytic differential equa¬
tions "was introduced by Euler (1707-1783) in the middle of liie eighteenth
century. However, it was Cauchy (1789-1857) who first tau^t us to regard
a differential equation as defining a fxmction -vdiose properties are to be
unfolded by a study of the equation itself. It was he Tdio gave us the
proof that Hie formal solution coiaverges within a certain domain; although
Weierstrass (1823-1852) independently discovered a proof that was essential¬
ly the same as Cauchy's. During the years 1839 to 1842 Cauchy published a
series of papers concerning the theory and applications of dominant func¬
tions in the proof of the existence of solutions of differential equations.
His works attracted the attention of other mathematicians such as Briot
(1817-1882) and Bonquet (1819-1885), Picard ( 1856- ), and others who
have made definite contributions to this phase of mathematics.
This thesis concerns itself with the investigation of some of the
properties of differential equations from the standpoint of analysis. The
point of view of amlysis is that a complete statement and treatment of a
problem consists of the followingi
(1) A definite statement of the problem in tenns of the functions
which it involves.
(2) A proof that there exists a solution of the problem.
(3) A determination of the properties of the solution whose exis¬
tence has been established.
(4) A development of practical machinery for obtaining the solu¬
tion in any special case xmder the general problem treated.
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The principles followed are those given in the first three chapters
of Differential Eqxiations by F. R. Moulton. We shall attempt to verify
these principles by illustrative examples.
Chapter II of this thesis deals with the reduction of differential
equations to normal systems, the reduction of a normal system to a single
equation, the solution of noxnnal systems, and the integrals of nojrmal sys¬
tems, We hope to show the advantage of solutions from the point of view
of analysis in comparison with the elementary theory.
In Chapter III we are concerned with the construction and existence
of a solution. By use of Taylor's Theorem for expansion in power series,
and by the absolute and uniform convergence of such series, we hope to con¬
struct an analytic solution at least in a restricted domain. We shall in¬
vestigate some of the properties of an analytic solution.
Differential Equations that are analytic in a parameter are inves¬
tigated in Chapter TV, The treatment is similar in many respects to that
of Chapter III,
We shall summarize this investigation in Chapter ?.
CHAPTKR II
KORMA.L SYSTEMS
Hormal Systems of Differential Eqttationg.- A system of differen¬
tial equations of the form
(1)
-nhere s. . . • • •fS^ are variables to be determined in terms of the
variable t, and -where f|»..*«*«fv^ are given functions of s, , • •
• • •* s } t, defines a normal sys-tem. The essential properties of a
normal sys-tem are* (a) the left members are first derivatives of the var¬
iables to be de-bermined; (b) -the right members are functions of Sj , • . .
• •* s^, tj (o) the right members do not involve any of the derivatives;
(d) the equations are generally mutually dependent.
Reduction to Formal Sys-bems.- Consider the reduction of -these e-
quations from dynamics to the normal sys-tem*
1, The differential equation for a fallen body where -Uie resis-
-tanoe of the air is proportioiaal to the square of the speed is
(2) -0- • -
The transformation
(3) s \ » dsdt “a.*
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reduces equation (2) to the nonnal system2.If the body is rising, the equation is
which reduces by equation (s) to
a^,
- g(k^s^-f- 1).3.The equation of motion of a body of mass m projected frcmi
the surface of the earth of mass E is
(?) „ d s ^ kniE ,
dt^ ” “ s'"
vhere s is the distance from the earth at any time. By the transforma¬
tion of equation (S) this equation reduces to4.The equation of motion of a particle acted upon by an attracted
force which is directly proportional to the distance and acted upon by a
resistance which is proportional to the speed is
6
This equation, reduced to the normal system hy equation (S) 1)6000168
(10)
• s« f
S: s - k 8, - 21s, .
dt ‘ ®-
The differential equations (2), (5), (?), and (9) are special
cases of the general equation
(11) ^ .^p^nds ds.p^^ TT »•••••» ■' ■ ■ ■ . *dt*' av at*
This differential equation can he reduced hy the transfoimation
f
$









f (Sj }•••••« '
Reduction of Normal Systems to Single Eq^mtions.- Norml systems of
differential equations of the form (l) can he reduced, at least theoretical
ly, to a single equation of the form (ll)» The actual reduction often pre¬






= f,(s,. t).dt Sj»
ds^
- f^(8,. t).\ dt
ds^
10II CD t).V dt
The problem is to eliminate two of the three -variables s, , s^, s^, say Sj
and s^, and their first deri-vatives. Since four qviantities cannot in gen¬
eral be elimina-bed from three equations* we must add eqmtions to (12).
The first deri-vatives of (12) are
(13)
^ S| „ jl'S) I ^Sa._i ^ ,
it it
A Sa. ^ <ls> I i ^ ^ 4- y
i.*t^ "^s, 4_t 4.1: i't ^"t
aF" ■Js. it it "Sn it ^t
The equations (12) and (is) in general can be solved for s, * s^.
and their first and second deri-vatives in terms of s^ and its first and
second derivatives. That practical difficul-ty may arise is evident, but
if a solution is foTjnd «ind the results are substi-fcuted in the deri-vative






dSi d s. • \
* —sL t — ■ *1 t;.
dt dt^
On accovint of its simplici-ty the reduction of a single equation
to a normal sys-bem, therefore, is preferable to the reduction of a normal
sys-tem to a single equation.
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It is to be observed that the order of equation (l4) is the same as
the number of equations in the normal system of equations (12), However,
this does not necessarily follow. An illustration will show that equations
(12) are more general than equations (14). Consider the normal system
7s, + 2s^ - 38^ ,
18s, + 7s_^ - 98^ ,
248, -f- Ss^ - lls^ ,
and their first derivatives
^
B 7 £i' ^ 2 - 3 ,















Since equations (16) and (16) are linear in s, , s^, s^, and their first
and second derivatives, we can solve these equations for s,, s^, and their
first and second derivatives in terms of s^ and its first and second de¬
rivatives. The determinant of the coefficients can be shown equal to
zero in this manner :
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Therefore the condition that the six equations shall be consistent is that
the determinant shall be zero idien any one of its colmnns is replaced by
the terms in s^ and its first and second derivatives. If we replace the
first column in the deteminant of coefficients by s^ and its first and
















2 0 0 0
7-100
8 0 0 0
0 2 -1 0
0 7 0 -1
0 8 0 0
7 2 0 0
®S3 18 7 -1 0
lls-J.
dt
24 8 0 0



























dsa. ^4 0 0^
dt ^dt*^
, A
, ds-, d s., . ds^
-
4t + + “( ’'’“3+ " it B- -I- O ——<5 ^ dt
cL 8^ * ds^
—~ “ 2 —* + 8,dt^ dt
0
■which is the equation, that must satisfy. The highest deri-vative in
this equation is of the second order ins-fcead of the third -which, in gen¬
eral, would he the lowest order satisfied by one of -the three variables
related through three differential equations in the normal form.
Notations.- For the sake of brevity -we shall use this ccmpact no¬
tation -vdien referring to a normal system
dst
(17) —> ■ 5 (i, j ■ 1, n).
dt
Independent and Dependent Variables.- In the normal system of dif¬
ferential equations (17) t shall be considered the independent variable
since 8|,......,Svy are expressed in terms of t. We.j5hall..jBm-
sider 8),......,Sf|^ -bhe dependent variables, f Librsry
VAtlanta University
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However, we may ohange from the independent variable t' to a system
in -idiich s^ is the independent variable. Since
1 1
ds • ds^
dt “ ds^ dt
dt 1
ds^





(i = 1> n - Ij j s 1, , ,, n),
Order of a System,- The order of equations (ll) is the order of the
highest derivative, or n. The equations (17) are also of order n. We
may then define the order of a normal system as the number of dependent
variables or the number of eqmtions.
Solution of a Honnal System,- In the elementary theory of differen¬
tial equations we defined a solution as a relation between the variables
by means of i/diich relation and the derivatives obtained therefrom the equa¬
tion is satisfied. The differential equations in the elementary theory
constitute a complete set of conditions and their solutions involve arbi¬
trary constants which are detemined in a particular problem by initial
conditions. However, in the more general theory the initial conditions
are adjoined to the differential equations as a part of the conditions,
that a solution must satisfy.






a a (6 - t ) sin t - 4t oos t c, t *4- c^,
where Of and are arbitrary constants. The solution defines a double
infinity of cuirves. In the general theoxy the initial values of s and
ds/dt so connected with the given equation that the complete system
of eqxiations defines a single curve.
Let s^ = a^ at Then the ccanplete problem for the
normal system becomes
(19)
s. (t„) a a^,V. I
We must definfe f.^ (e^ j t) for s^ s a-^ and t « t^ .
By definition, the functions
* Sh =
constitute ; a solution of eqmtions (l9) if they satisfy idie relations
(21)
I f-A »
dt t i ^ J
where the notation in the first line means an identity in t in some domain
including t^ ,
Since the differential equations in genesral and their solution de¬
pend upon parameters , . . . . . * which are constants with re¬
spect to s ^ and t, equations (20) become
(22) s^ s *■!»••••» , . • • • •, j t)»
Hence the solution of differential equations in the general theory
consists in proving the existence of functions such that equations (21)
are satisfied, and in finding the properties of the functions of t,;
* * * and t.
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—^ ■ — »
dt t
The solution of equations (23) is




k log J + a^ .
This solution satisfies equations (21) -vdiieh define a solution of a normal




■ a.//(tj - a, , ;z(^(tj = a^ .
Solution of an nth Order Differential Equation.- From equation (ll)
and its reduction to the normal system it follows that the complete set of
conditions neoessaiy for defining a solution is











It also follows that ^ m f (t) is a solution of equations (25) if
(26)
^




/ (t.) a I *
9,»
where the identity in t holds for some domain including t, . Then jf (t) u
f(&|» • • • • • t » • • • • •
Integral of a Normal System.- The equations (l) expressed in the
more ocmpact form (l?) are
dS', , .
By definition, we have
(27) F ■ F (s, * s^; t)
is an integral of the'differential equations (l) if F is such that
(28) F (/, * 4* ^ °
for every solution (t), equations (l) which corre¬
spond to every set of initial values Sj(‘fco) - ®’i neighborhood of
some particular set aj , and where C (a constant) depends upon the ini¬
tial conditions. Thus equation; (28) gives one test for an integral,
A second definition of an integral can be found that does not re¬
quire a solution. Suppose there exist derivatives of F with respect to
S|^ and t in the neighborhood of their initial values. Then the equation.





It follows from the identity (28) and the equation (29) that
(30) V(^ t) = 0.
The identity (28) is satisfied for every solution /.'I ' ^
(0)
which corresponds to every set of initial conditions near the a. . Hence
%
it follows that identity (29) is an identity in the as well as in t.
Therefore, since P(sj,.. s^; t) has derivatives with respect
to the s-^ and t in the neighborhood of a^ and t^, it is an integral of
of the normal systems (l) if
(31)





P ■ s^ - k log t
is an integral because it satisfies the first test of an integral. If the
solution as given by (24) is substituted into it, equation (28) which is
the first definition is satisfied. This function satisfies the second test
^ . k k — -










is said to "be analytic if the (sj; t) are analytic functions of their^ 4
arguments simultaneously in a certain domain D,
(2) I'i - ‘ih I* -
including the initial values of the variables. The domain defined by (2)
is closed; i. e., it includes its boimdaries.
If the f. (s; ; t) are analytic and if the domain is closed, it is* 4
in^lied that there exist the following properties:
1, The absolute values of the functions f.(sr; t) have finite upper* 4
bounds in the closed domain D, That is, since the f^ (s^ , , . ., s^^; t)
are continuous functions in the closed domain D, the t ■t)j ^ some
M in the domain D, If the domain were not closed, this conclusion would
not necessarily follow, Geneirally the M are functions of the domain.
2, The functions f: (s;; t) can be expanded into a power series in
the s^ - aj and t - t^ which converge for all -values of s and t
in the domain D, The expansions are made by Taylor's Theorem for expan¬
sions and they are unique. The expansions are
15
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where the s; and t are replaced hy the a: and t* respectively in all
s i
the partial derivatives.
Since the fxmctions f- (s'; t) are continuous in the domain D, andi ^
since the absolute values series of the expansion converge, equations(S)
converge: absolutely and uniformly in the domain D. Hence (3) may be
differentia-fced or integrated term by term with respect to their several
argtmients. The resulting series in both cases are also \miformly and ab¬
solutely convergent in the domain D,
3, There exist power series that domina'be (s) and converge for all
values of the sand t in a domain, say D', which is any domain included
H
within the domain D, These series have real positive coefficients which
are greater than -the absolute value of the corresponding coefficients in
(3), and they converge xinder the conditions that Is,’ - r,-^ r*,' N V V 4
It
The expansions of the right members of the equations
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are series that dominate the right members of (3) and conrerge in the do¬
main D*. These expansions are geometric series in the n-f- 1 variables
S; - a; and t - t . 'Vi/hen expanded, (4) becomes4 4 ’
P.(s^. ; t) * Rj+rJ+R,-+- R^-tR^+R^i- . . .)
(1+ T +- T*-V- T
Tshere R-^ = and T ■ , (i s 1, . . . n). If
**1 f
the are replaced by an M such that M ^ or if the r^ are replaced
by an r such that r a£ r*” , the series in each case still dominate the
right members of (S), but in the case vhen r < rf the domain of conver-
gence is *" ^ < **•
Consider then the equation
(6) F^(s-I t) f, (S, - a,) ... (s^ - a^) -j
r 11 < .
The expansion of the right members dominates the right members of (3) and
converges for values of s; and t such that Is.- - ajl <. £. and
i ^ ^ V n
|t - t j ^ . The expansion is
Fj (s^- J t) = M(H- K + *+ kV . . 0(1 + T + T% T^+ . . 0,
where K s T. ^ * and T = ^ ~ .
r
From the fact that the right members of (5) daninate the right mem¬
bers of (4) it follows that the series (6) dominate series (s). We make
18
•ttie obsenration that the expansion of (4) contains all powers of the argu¬
ments and so does the expansion of (5)} the numerical coefficients of (4)
are toni-ty -while those of (5) are the binomial coefficients -which are eq\ml
to or greater than unityj -the denominators of (4) are products of the powers
of -the and ^ -while -the denomimtors of (5) are powers of r and ^
-which are eqml -bo or less than -the corresponding powers of the and
Construction of the Solution of Eq-uations (l).- We propose to show
that (l) admits a solution analytic in t and that the solution is \inique-
ly de-fcemined by the initial conditions. If the solution exists* we can
expand -the s^ as a power series in t - t^ in -this form
s, - a, = c,\t - ta)+ c^\t - t^f’^
(6) * • •
®K “ “ \ ) +• ojj't - f +
where -the are cons-bants to be determined later.
Assuming that (6) comrerges (to be proved later), consider the prob¬
lem 6f de-termining the coefficients so -that -these series shall be a
solution of equations (l). Substitute the right members of (s) into -the
right members of (3) and rearrange in a power series in t - t« . These
series -will converge for all -values of t for which |t - t^j is suffi¬
ciently small. It follows -then from (l) that the derivatives of (s) will
satisfy these series in the domain of convergence. Hence -the coefficients
of corresponding powers of t - t,, in the right members of the derivatives
of (6) and the ri^t members of -these series are equal. The result of












Ci ) have the following properties:
(a) The are polynomials in the oj, ».,,», c^. \t J 4
(i^\
(b) The coefficients of the p^* are linear functions of the coeffi¬
cients of the expansions of the f-^ given in equations (s).
Of)
(c) The numerical multipliers of the literal coefficients of "Hie fj^
are the positive numbers from Taylor's expansions and frcan forming products
of various powers of series.
Since each set of equations (?) determine xmiquely "tiie , we have
only to prove that series (6) converge in order to have an actual solution.
Therefore let us prove the convergence of (6).
Solution of an Axuciliary Problem.- Before going into the proof of
a fojrmal solution let us consider the solution of an auxiliary problem
which will be instrtmiental in proving the convergence of the formal solu¬
tion. Consider the differential equations
20
r dS, . . M—‘s F (S: it)"
\ • ' 4 • (s^ . ) .... - a^)l r t - t, •
1 r J
—■>. F, (S; , t) . H
L r .





and t in the domain D, the right memhers of (!’) when expanded dominate
the right members of (l)» We can so choose the constants r, ^ and M
to satisfy -Qie conditions.
From (1*) it follows that
^ and Mrt jf^(sj} t)j for all values of the | 5.
ds, as.
dt at
which "become, on making use of ■Uie initial values of the ,
(8) S, - a, s . ■ - a^ a S ,
where S replaces the common difference - a^ . It also follows from
these equations that S equals zero when t ■ t^ .




On separating the variahlos, we get
dS - - 3 dS
r
Upon integrating, we get
(9) S s
where C s 0 in keeping with the initial condition
The solution of (9) by the quadratic fonnula is
4- c,
S(tj
(10) » • j|^l i V 1 + f-M ( log (I .
Take the ne^tive sign before the radical in order to satisfy the initial
condition S(t^) = 0 «
Since the right member of (lO) is analytic in t in the neighbor*,
hood of t = 'tj, , and since it can be expanded as a power series in
t - t,^ , it follows from (s) that the expanded in this
form
(6')
S. - a, C,(t - tj + C,(t - t,) +
which converge for sufficiently small values of )t - t,[ . It is to bo
observed that the (fp are the same for any is 1, n, but we
employ the subscripts to emphasize the relationship between (6) and (6*)«
It is obvious that the domain of convergence of the right members
of (6’) is the same as (lO) and that the circle of convergence extends to
the nearest singular point. Equation (lO) has two singular points; namely
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the point t— t^ s and the breinch-point given by the equation
The value of t - t^ satisfying this equation is
t - t„ s ( [l -
We cannot develop the right members of (lO) in a power series about the
point t - t^ s ^ because at this point S is infinite. The branch¬
point also must be excepted, for (10) becomes S = £. which renders the
n
first equation in (l") infinite. Hence we call these points singular.
Since the modulus of the branch-point is less than that of "the sin¬
gular point it follows that the right members of (S') converge for all
values of t for which
(11)
The special case in which the right members of (l) do not involve
t explicitly deseirves attention, for most of thephysical problems have
this property. Suppose in (l') we put ^ equal to infinity. Then it
becomes comparatively easy to determine the limit of the inequality (ll).
We know that
Therefore, when the right members of (1*) are independent of t, the so¬
lution corresponding to the series (S') converges for all values of t for
which
(12) It - t^l < .
2nM
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Proof of Convergence of the Soltttion (6).- Equations (6’) are a so¬
lution of (!•)• Therefore if (6*) is substituted into the expansions of
(l’)» results will be identities in t - t^ « Hence we find that in
(4)





Sx)where the have the same general properties (a), (b), and (c) of the
of (7).
It is to be observed that the expansions ?• (S; j t) dominate the ex-
pensions f; (s; ; t), and that in (?) and (7*)
~ I (i = 1, ...... n; k s 1,0<)
Therefore the power series (6*) doainate ihe power series (s). How since
(6') converge if (ll) is satisfied, then (6) also converges for values of
t satisfying (ll), for, if a given series is term for terra less than or
equal to a known convergent series, the given series also converges.
Linear Differential Equations.- There is no general procedure for
determining the true domain of convergence of the solutions of the differ¬
ential equations in the general system, but the true domain of convergence
of the solutions of differential equations that are linear can be found.
Suppose the linear system to have this form
24
(13)
i£i-t= 4- -f fut--,w),
i-t
ja/ •« ^ 4^:1 -*
a;.
Since we assume the 6i.j (t) and (t) are analytic functions of t, we
may expand them in power series in t - t^ of -Uie form.
, ^ (k) . . n'V
Kuo
(14)
. . ^2. Jio , . K
K-cO
^ i/<) , ^
where B,-- and 0,- are constant coefficients. Let the right memibers of (14)4 *■
converge for |t - t«|<^.
Since a linear differential eqviation may he regarded as a special
case of the general analytic differential equations, it is implied that
there exists an analytic solution





By substituting (14) end (15) into (13), rearranging tie ri^t members in
power series in t - t^, and equating coefficients of corresponding powers
(k)




r 0) to) 0) 1 ii)U cV - z[6ii + 6h '•a ] + ® ‘ >
(K) ^ f fif-0 (k-i) 0) 1 1kc. = 2.[6.. ’<.5'+ - - ■ + 6,4 J+ 01
(16)
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Let M be an upper bound of the 6('j (t) and the
for |t - tftj t< ^ Then the right members of the differential equations
dcmiinate the right members of (13) and converge for values of t such that









s(t^) * 0 .
$
Sk - “ S,
Separating the variables* vie get
dS
_ dt .




log (nS + 1) - ^ log (1 - t - t, ) + C .
According to the initial condition S(t ) s 0, C must be zero. Then
I
log (nS 4-1) (1 -
f
) = 0 ,
(nS 4- I)*" (1 -
(nS + 1) J
t - t
: ) = 1
^
whence upon raising both sides to the power ziM, etc., we ^et
(ISO s. i[(i - 1] .
The right member of (15') is expansible in power series in t - t^ that
converges for values of t such that jt - t#|-< ^ . Hence the domain of
convergence of the solution is the same as the dcjmain of convergence of
the expansion. Generally, however, the domain of convergence of a solution
is less than the domain of convergence of the expansion of the righfcmembers
of the differential equations, especially in non-linear differential equa¬
tions.
Solutions as Functions of t and tp.- We observed that in the series
(6) the solution series are analytic functions of t. Now cmsider the so¬
lutions as fimotions of t . If the f. (s-; t)j involve t explicitly, theI 4
coefficients of the expansions (s) will be functions of t^. It, therefore,
t •>)
follows that they may be expanded in power series in t^ - t^ , where t^
is any special value of t such that the f- (s. ; t) are all regular. By a
theorem due to Weierstrass^ the solution series (6) are expansible in power
Appendix A.
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Co^ I (•) I
series in t, - to converging if jt, - to\ is sufficiently small. We may
conclude then that the solution is analytic in t^. as inell as in t, and
that it is continuous in t^; that it may be differentiated successively
•with respect to t^; and that it may be integrated •with respect to to •
The Solution as Functions of the Initial Conditions.- By the hy¬
pothesis satisfied in (l) the right members are also analytic in the a- .
The of (7) are analytic functions of the a-^ • Hence by the theorem
of Weierstrass the solution series (6) are analytic functions of the a>^ ,
Therefore the solution series (6) are expansible as power series in
(a) (ij
a-j^ - a^ -where the a^^ replace any set of values of -the s*^ -wdilch make the
right members of J 't) analytic. This conclusion implies that if the
initial conditions are varied continuously in any physical system-whose
coordina-tes satisfy analytic differential equations, -then -the coordina-bes
of the system at any time -wri-thin -the domain of convergence of the solution
•would also vary continuously.





where ^ is the pajrameter independent of the s^ and t.
Suppose the j j t) are analytic functions of -the ^
and t in the domain D defined by -the inequalities
1 > *■) |t - t^l ^ •
It can be shown ty -the methods employed in -the construction of a solution
and the proof of the convergence of -the solution that a solution analytic
28
in t exists having a domain defined by the inequality (ll) within which
the power series t - t^ converges* It is to be observed, however, that
the if, defined by equaticns analogous to (7), are analytic functions
of ^ for ) r£: O' • Hence these coefficients may be expanded in
power series in ^ , and it follows from the theorem of Weierstrass that
the s^ of equations (s) are analytic fimctions of for values of ^
such that I -i. (T , provided t satisfies (ll).
Suppose the f. (s j ^ j t) are analytic in the s: and t uniformly
with respect to ^ and continuous in ^ in the domain D, but are not ana¬
lytic in ^ * The (f^(s^j ^ j t)| are continuous in the s^, ^ , and
t simultaneously in the closed domain D and hence have an upper bound M,
As a consequence the methods of constructing a solution and of proving the
(k)
convergence of the solution hold, but the c^' are now only continuous
fmactions of • Since M is an upper bound for all values of ^ on its
range, and since the right member of (ll) is independent of ^ , we can
say that the series (6) converge uniformly with respect to for (J-
and t satisfying (ll). Hence the solutions are continuous functions of
for all values of and t for •vhich
6:c^-5:(rj U-t*1
Illustrative Example^- Consider the differential equations
r.
ds,
dt ■ 1 + 3s, - 4s, s^ - 5s, ,
ds-
3
dt ” 2 + s, - 38, - 4s, s, ,
8,(0) oII 8,(0) II i-j •
(18)
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The expansions of the right members of (18) by Taylor’s Theorem in power
series in s, and - 1 give the differential equations
ds
s 1 “ 8j “ 8S| (s^ “• l) ” 4S| (s^ —l)-^
(19) ds
,. “ 2 — 3S| (Sj 4“ l) *" 128| (s^ “ l) ” 3S| (s^ “ l) “12sj (s^
The solution, by eqviations (6), may be written
(20)
OJ
8, s 0,t 4 0,t 4 o,t 4
8^ - 1 a c^t 4 c^t 4 o^t 4
which is a power series in t - t^ , t* being sero. Substitute the ri^t







a 1 - [ ojt 4 o^V 4 . . .] -[s ojt 4 o'^.t^ 4 . . ,
[c^t + o^tN . . .1 -[4 ^/t 4 . . .][c^t 4 . . .] + .
'a 2 - s[c‘*,^4 4 . . •! - S^^Jt t ^t 4- . . .]
- 12p/t 4 ^t'4 . . 4 §t^4 . . . 34 . . .
Rearranging in powers of t, we get
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= 2 - 5?^ - [3^;’+ 3(.“f + 12c“o‘']t’ , [so“+ sS," c^'+ IZ^
+ 12oV.“+ 5(f f c«+ 12(0«,>f c«] - 3(off-^
412cto«4 12^0^4 12!;'c® 4 6^; o«c^+ 3(J;>f c«4 24S^«5^>
+12(o?)%^V4
The derivatlTres of (20) are
ds, (0 (■*! 3 (if) 3
— « c,-+ 2c, t -f Sc,t 4 4o, t4
(20»)
dt
4 0) fe) 0) a 3
= 4 2o_t 4 5c_t 4 4o_t 4
•< K ^ <
It is observed that (19") and (20’) form an identity in t. Equating co¬













®. * II‘Jfo' - 1/2,
3o*^ ; c^^‘ -* <81 - 3/2 ,
Af. eS,’ c^' j c'fl. - 31/6 ,
3^ - s(.^>j' - 12o’c* - 17/2 ,
Ol
c, - aSi>.y - 4=“(c«)' ; = 55/24 ,
- 12^o« - , 312Cj 0^ - Zio^^f i - 12 (c,) 0, («i); = - 11/8,
®®J “
(*><») -G) ij) G) 0) U) „^/'(i)S<8c^ c^- 8C| c^- 8o, 0^ c^ - 4o, (c"^)
<3j
; c, s 279/8 ,
Si) C?)




- 12o, 1^' - 3(c?>f - 12(e5fi;> (s)J c^ = -556/8r
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These tmiquely determinelo^ may be replaced in (20) by their equals.
Then (20) becomes
. - 1 1 51 .3 , 55 .9 , 279 . r»/ - 1-2^ +
- j 3 17^'* 11 ^7 , 555 i-
3^ = 1-f 2t • 2 ^ “ 8 4 0 t + . . , .
•which is the solution to terms of the fifth degree in t.
Let us now consider the construction of series that dominate -Kie
expansion of (18)* We may construct series that dominate (19) which is
the expansion of (18) directly from (4) provided [s^- - ajj^.r'ir r^ .
Choose r^ a ,2 and rj s *3. Then by the first equation of (19),
s 912/1000, By the second equation of (19), s 920/iooo,
These results follow from the domain as defined in -the initial conditions,
namely jsj - aj| ■!: r^ . Hence by taking M ^ = 920/iooo -the dominating
series for (19) becomes
P. (s.,s.) s 920/1000
Finally consider the determination of "the domain of convergenoe of
(21), Since -the right members of (18) do not involve t explicitly, -we can
obtain the corresponding dominating series by putting = «o , Then in¬
equality (ll) becomes inequality (12), It follows from (l8) that the ex¬
pansions converge if | s | ■< 1 and lu - i/ < 1* Therefore r, and r^
must be so chosen that r^ •< 1, 1* !•
Since the problem of finding the largest domain presents consider¬
able difficulty, let us confine ourselves simply to finding some domain.
Take r^ s ■ r » .3, It follows from (19) that M, ■ 912/1000,
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• 920/1000, and therefore M s 920/1000. Therefore (12) in "tiiis
problem becomes
It - o/<-L. s ,0543' 9 2
We do not claim this to be -Oie true domain. Some different choice of r
may lead to a larger domain.
CHAPTER 17
DIFFEREHTIAL EQUATIONS ANALYTIC IN A PAEAIffiTER





j ^ S t) ,
*
»
where ^ is a parameter that is constant with respect to the s^* and t ,
and where the right members have the parsoneter as a factor* Let the
constants a*j^ be independent of ^ .
Further we assign to the f^(s^s 1 t) the following properties:
1* The s ^ J t) are analytic functions of the s^* and ^ ,
but not necessarily of t, for all values of the ^ » and t for which
r^. , |^|,S.r , t, t ^ T.
2. "^e f|^(s^- s ^ } t) are continuous functions of t for all values
of the ^ ^0*“ which )sj - a^j jl^l ^ t — T,
Hence the ^ J 't) ere continuous functions of the ®^ * end t si-
multaneously.
From these properties it follows that | f-^Cs^ ; ^ ; t)j have upper
bounds in the domains of the variables* Also the (sj J ^ ; t) are
expansible in power series in the js^- - a^j and , but not in the t - t,
since t is not necessarily analytic. These power series converge for all





There exist power series in the and ^ ihat dcmiimte the power
series of (s^ j j t) for all values of t for which t^ ^ t ^ T,
These dominating series converge for values of the sj j ^ » aM t for
which
l®4 -^4! ^ ^ t,^ t ^ T .
Formal Construction of the Solution.- A formal solution of (l)
exists in the power series form
(2) ®x av+'S^(t)^^ 4- s^{t)<^ H-
where the s^ (t) are fxmctions of t which are to he determined.
Expand the right members of (l) in a power series in the Sj - aj




Substitute the right members of (2) into the right members of (A) and re¬
arrange the terms in powers of . The results are
(B)
How differentiate (2) and get
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(C)
d»- dsj d^ ial ,-^+ dt'9'+ dt'? +dt dt
Finally, eqmting coefficients of like powers of in (b) and (C), we
obtain
it
= f ^ 1 > ('» = ‘j
(3) i§! — 4- \




where -Uie pj^ are polynomials in the ®j»
in t - t^ , whose coefficients are linear functions of the coefficients
of the expansions of the fvnotions (sj J ^ i t) as power series in the
s^ - a^ and ^ , and the coefficients have positive numerical multipliers.
Since the f. (a*j 0; t) are continuous fxmctions of t, we obtain from
the first set of equations (3)
(4) a +- o? ,
where the c*^ are arbitrary constants.
If we substitute the s*^ of equations (4) into the second set of
equations (3), the right members of the latter become known continuous
Cei
functions of t, and therefore the s-^ are defined by quadratures. If we
continue the process sequentially the general equation of the set becomes
Ck)
•g F. (t) + c^(5) J • • • • ♦ »
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■vriiere the o*^ are arbitrary constants.
The constants c^ of vftiich there are infinitely many must be de¬
termined in tenns of the a-^ . liShen the right members of (5) are substi¬
tuted in (2) and when t s t^ , it follows that
(k)
In. order that this identity may he true, it is implied that the c- havec
the values
®i ■ * °v
tK), .
Qo
Consequently the functions s*^ are the definite integrals
(6) i ^ JV i 4 ’ dt
(i ; k a 1, 2, ),
and these integrals are uniquely determined.
It is observed that in this method of solving differential equations
the coefficients are determined by q^ladratures instead of from linear equa¬
tions as in Chapter III* This method presents no difficulties theoretically
and few practically. In physical problems it is often of decided advantage
as compared with the method of the preceding chapter.
Proof of Convergence of the Formal Solution.- If we can show that
equations (2) converge in any domain not zero, it follows from the theorem
of Weierstrass that all the steps taken in deriving equations (3) are
valid
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We shall employ the general method of procedure in the proof of
the convergence of (2) that we employed in Chapter III. If M ^
o' < o- , r < r- , the expansions of the right members of equations
(1) as power series in the s^* - a^ and ^ are dominated, for all values
of t for -vdiich t^ t T , by the expansions of the right members of
the differential eqxiations
It is evident from (1') that Sj-a, s ...... ,,S^- a^ ■ S
and that S satisfies the differential equation
S(tJ = 0 .
V
Separating the variables in (l'*), we get




and by the initial condition ,S(t^) = 0 , G » 0 .







1 n 2nM ^ (t - tTT \
A/ r (i . 1 ‘
% ^
The two singularities of the right member of this equation are the
singular point and branch-point respectively as given by the equations
1 EnM «•^(t-t.) = r(l-?A').
The expansion of the right member of the solution (E') as power series in ^
converges for all values of t, if
(7) 1^1 1 + ’dnji s.' tt - t«s;
r
Since the ri^t members of equations (1*) have all the properties
of the ri^t members of eqxiations (l), we may solve these differential
equations in a similar manner as power series in ^ . Since the power
series solution is unique, it is identical with that obtained by expanding
the right member of equations (E*) and it converges if (?) is satisfied.
We define the coefficients in the solution of (l’) by
(5*) ft {HI jnJ ■
0) dt (1=1,... •, n) ,
(K-0
S4 ) dt ,
where the P are polynomials in ihe Shaving the general properties
of the polyu<mial8 ,
It is observed that on comparing equations (4) and (s) with equa¬
tions (S’) that
s'f (s'?! (t.^: t i I, k . 1,2 ) .
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Therefore, if the inequaliiy (?) is satisfied, the solution series (2)
oortverge. In other vrords, the series (2) is a solution in the domain de¬
fined by (?),
Various Formulations of the Conditions Under TOilch the Solution
Series Converge.- On account of its wide application both theoretically
and practically the method of solution imder consideration commands care¬
ful consideration. Consider the following theorems due to Cauchy and
Poincare respectively!
Theorem I. It follows from the inequality (?) that it is possible
to determine a o-, , and a Tj such that the solution of the differential
equations (l) as power series in will converge for all values of ^ and
of t for which {O’, 5 t^j 2 t ^ T .
Theorem II. It follows from the inequality (7) "that for an arbi¬
trary T, such that t^ •< T, tS. T , it is possible to determine a (r,
such that the solution of the differential equations (l) as power series
in ^ will converge for all values of ^ and of t for which \ \ v, ,
t„:S t ^ T ,
The difference in Theorems I and II is that in the former both oj
and T, are restricted; in the latter, T, is arbitary in its domain.
We also have this important theorem^!
Theorem III. It follows from the inequality (7) that for every
arbitrary.^ such that it is possible to detemine a Tj such
that the solution of the differential equations (l) as power series in ^
■will ccnverge for all values of Q and of t for •which)s)t ^ T




force of this theorem.
the value of is arbitary in its domain, and the
by putting restrictions on t. In order to show the
consider the differential equations
} t) ,
s a.^ ,
whose right members are continuous in t and are expansible in a converging
power series in s^ « a-^ for all f - aj| ^ r^- and t^^ t ^ T , .
and do not depend upon a parameter ^ . Since ihe f.(s^j t) are not ana¬
lytic, we cannot apply the methods of Chapter IIIj and since no parameter
is present, it seems that the method of this chapter fails. However, let
the right member of (9) be multiplied by the factor ^ . Then we can ap¬
ply the method of this chapter provided (?) is satisfied. After the solu¬
tion has been found, set ^ equal to uniiy and we have a solution that is
valid for t^< t T^ .
Consider the domain of convergence of (9), Since the f. (s-; t)
do not depend upon ^ , the constant a in equations (l') and(l”) is





2nM(t - t^) ’
which is a sufficient condition for the convergence of the solution when
the f^(s^j t) of equations (l) are multiplied by the factor , but do
not depend upon ^ , Suppose s i. Then the ineqmlity (16) becomes




as sufficient corditions for the convergence of the solution as power series
in liie artificially introduced parameter ^ .
Differential Equations for ihe General Problem.- The differential
equations (l) contain the parameter • We may omit this properly without





which is a special case of (l) in which g. (s- } t) = 0, However, if the
gj (sj ; t) are not identically zero, w© encoimter considerable difficulty.
Before considering in detail the properties of the g. (s* j t) and*• 4
the f^(s^ ; ^ j t), consider the related problem
(13)
dsi
dt g js^l t)
sjtj
We assume on© of the following conditions*
/ N /I®) X
(aj. The g{(s j t) are analytic in the s- and t for all values of
the s^^ and t for which [s^ - a^| < , jt - tj|-<^\
(b). Or the E-,(s{'; t) are analytic in the variables s^^ and that'4 4 ,
I ^0) I (o) ^
they may be only continuous in t for all j s^- - a^j ^4 * t T ,
In (a), the solution can be obtained for a sufficiently restricted domain
for t by either liie method of foniial construction of a solution given in
Chapter III or by that of this chapter. In (b), we cannot obtain the so¬
lution by the method outlined in Chapter III, but we can obtain it by the
method of this chapter.
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Let us assume f\irther ■tiiat the right members of equations (12)
have these properties:
1* The functions g-(s-; t) are analytic in the s; - and contin-i 4 4 4
uous in t for all and t for which | | * tj^ < t «
2, The » 9 i analytic in the and ^ uniformly
with respect to t and are ccmtinuous in t for all s^ , ^ , and t for udiich
W
s. - sv < r^ , 1^1^ IT t*S t -rS T rS T
U)
The expansions of the right members of (12) will be in powers of
the 8^ " ®y ^ Since the s^ are f\mctious of t, the expansions
are about ihe variable point s-, instead of about a fixed point a*. as
was the case in (l).
Formal Construction of the Solution of Equations (12).- We shall de¬
velop the solution of (12) as power series in ^ of the form
(14) - s i -f* 4- .......
where the ^\t) satisf^r equations (IS) and the a^\t) are functions of t
which are to be determined.
Expand the right members of (12) in power series in ihe Sj - Sj
and ^ • We get




where the s-^ aisi ^ are replaced by the and 0 respectively in the
partial derivaties* Substitute the ri^t members of (14) into the right
members of the equation above and rearrange in powers of ^ • We get
(A)
]r - ~ + 1 .
V




—t a ^ ••••#•
dt dt ^
ds
Equating coefficients of like powers of , in (A) and (B)^it is found
that
^^ fi (st > ®
J.i 4--1
(IS)




where the prCs-, * s;;"*;; a**© polynomials in the s: , . . . s;
hut not in t, whose coefficients are linear functions of the coefficients
of the expansions of the 't) and the f^^(s^; ^ i t) as power series
(0}
in the s^- s^ and ^ , and have numerical multipliers. It is observed
that the left members of each set of differential equations (15) have the
same coefficients as every other set, but that the right members vary with
the superscript k on the s^ .
Consider the solution of the first set of equations (15) in ifdiich
the are the dependent variables. These differential equations are
lineari that is, the variables s^^^ and their derivatives enter only lin¬
early. Therefore, if the g‘(s*,; t) are analytic in t, the solution has
the properties already mentioned in the case of linear differential equa¬
tions in the preceding chapter. If the g. (s.j t) are not analytic in t,
4
the solution can be found by the methods of the formal construction of a
solution as given in this chapter.
Let the solution of the first set of equations (15) be
■'!’ = M,w +





where the are constants that depend upon the intial values of the s^
From (14) and (16) it follows that the . of eqmtions (16) de-‘ A
pend only upon the left members of the first set of equations (15), aM
V)
that the ^.^(t) depend upon both the left and right members of (16). It
is observed that all the sets of equations (15) have the same coefficient
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in their left members. Hence the are the same for all the sets.
Therefore in the notation the are given no superscripts. But since
0), ,
the vary from one set to another, they are given superscripts. The
constanis A•^^ are given superscripts because they depend upon the initial
values of the s!^ which may v^tfy with the superscript on the s^ .
Now consider the second set of differential equations of (15).
The right members are known functions of t from (16). They are also lin¬
ear and non-homogeneous. Since the coefficients of the left members of





'h " ■+ -f •




+ + /,(t) .
(18)
(k\ Ilf) W W
[v ** 4- ^(t).
(It)
The constants A; (i m 1, n; k - 1, 2 , . , .) re¬
main to be determined from the initial conditions. Since by (12) and (13)







These linear equations uniquely determine the for all -values of k pro-
■vided the determinant of the coefficients is not zero.
Consider equations (16) -whose coefficients have the same determinant
as that of equations (17). Suppose -that these right members are identically
0)
zero; then the of (17) are identically zero. Let have -the -value
s|^ at t « » then from (17) it follows that (t^) ■ 1 (i ■ 1, , .,n)
and ^|(■t^) = 0 (j i). Hence -the de-terminant of the coefficients of
(17) is xmi-ty at t « "fca • Therefore, since -the continuous
functions of t, the determinant is distinct from zero for all -values of t for
which 11 J is sufficiently small, Conseqaently the 1*^ are uniquely deter¬
mined, Tfi/hen they are substituted into (18) and these results are substi-buted
into (l4), -the formal solution is complete.
Proof of Convergence of the Formal Solution.- In order to make use
of the fact that the actml depend.ent variables of -the problem are the
s- - s* , let equatio3as (13) be sub. tracted from equations (12). The re-
suits are
^
f \ / \ / \
dt^®l “ ” S\(s^; "t)-+ ^ i
(20)
% - at t as t
(O
The expansions of the right members of (21i) as power series in the s- - s:
and ^ do not con-bain any terms independent of these arguments. Hence the
dominating differential equations must have -tiie same proper-ty.
Let M be the upper bound for the functions j g;(s-, ; t) - g:(s^; t)‘•4 \
-}- ^ f.^(s^; ; t)| for the [ s-- s^| ^ < t T .
Then the right members of (2B) when expanded as power series are domina-bed
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by the expansions of the right njenibers of the equations
(20*)
•where r and Cr satisfy the inequalities r and tr'^ » The sec¬
ond factor of the numerator of the right members is used to make ■them -vanish
■when S ^ s ^ = 0 j the denominator is to provide terms of every degree
in all the argianents of -the expansionj and -the -third factor of the numerator
is inserted in order to simplify the problem of solving for the S af-fcer in-
•tegration.
It follows from the right members of (20’) that
■where is determined in this manner:
Since Sj * S , we may wri-te
S, + S + t s, nS
a — . Then put
r V(t + ^')
It follows -that Sj a Therefore S.





V S(tj) a Ve'.
S.
Upon separating the variables and integrating, we get
(A)
(1 - S) dS
S (1+ S)
- log ■ 1:L.L. - log (1+s) s + c.
S r





C = log IV - 221 t
r Xi(t-hWf
Rewriting (A) in another form and substituting into it the value of C
above, we obtain
Now consider the solution of (B) for S, satisfying the initial
condition. We may write (B) in this form
0 f Vir'f S _
Clearing fractions and transposing, we get
Vf' I+s')' - e /+v*-T-s = 6,
Adding zero in the form ( / -f i I ^ ^ , we obtain
Ver' a"" (I f — C / -i- J 4- ( / f
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enoe v*)e.
1+5 - 114 j.-V( IVWY- -4 V.' CI




Take the negative sign "before the radical in order to satisfy the initial
condition. The right member of this equation can be expanded as a power
series in .
The domain of convergence of the expansion of the right member of
(21) as a power series in is determined by the location of the singular¬
ities of the fionctions. The singularities are the branch-points defined by
the equation
(22) [ 1+Vfi'T- iw 0.
This equation may be written in this form
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of TNhich the roots are
3 Jt J
- 1
•vdiere the negative sign is to be taken since it is the smaller root.
Hence it follows after some reductions^ that the condition for the conver¬
gence of the expansion of the right menfcer of (21) as a power series in
The expansions of the as power series converge under "the same condi¬
tions .
We have yet to prove that the series (14) converge in some domain
for ^ and t. ^he proof will be ccanpleted if we can show that the series
(14) are dominated ly the corresponding series for the S, Consider the
first set of equations (16) and the corresponding set for the ^*\t). Since
these equations have all the properties of eqmtions (9), they can be
solved by introducing the factor ^ . Again since they are linear, it
can be easily shown that the series converge for ^ — | and t^ < t *< T.
It is to be further obsei^red that each term of the infinite series defining
C/J, .
the Sj^ (t) is positive aiid greater than the absolute values of “the corre¬
sponding terms of the infinite series for the s*^(t), for they are defined
by definite integrals, and the integrands of the former dominate the inte¬
grands of the latter. As a ocaasequence
^Appendix B
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S^(t) > t < T).
. I 0)
Therefore the series converge vdienever the inequality (23) is satisfied.
It is possible, however, that the series (14) may converge for values of
for which the inequality is not satisfied.
Just as the condition for convergence of the solution of equations
(l) depended upon three somewhat different theorems so does the solution
of (12) depend upon the same theorems. Hence we may impose certain restric¬
tions upon both and t, or upon ^ alone for all t^^"^ t ^ T , or on
t alone for all 0*.
The Solution as Functions of t and t^Consider the properties of
the solution (2), of equations (l), and of the solution (14), of equations
(12) or (20)* By hypotheses, the fj^(s^j ^ ; t) of equations (l) and the
g'(s; j t) and the f ' ; t) of equations (12) are continuous functionsI i
of t for all values of the s-.
t, < t — T . It follows then from equations (4) and (5) in the first
problem, and from eq\jation8 (15) in the second problem that the individual
terms of the series are continuous functions of both t and t, . It also
follows from the inequalities (?) and (23) that, for any prescribed range
t -b — Tj ^ T for t that there exists an upper bound (Tj , for 1 j
such that the conditions for convergence will be satisfied tmiformlv with
equations (l) and the g-^(s^J b) of equations (12) are continuous in the
same region, and since solutions of these equations converge uniformly
in the same region, their solutions are continuous functions of t and t, .
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The Solution as Functions of the a y and of 3 »- It follows from
Ck)
equations (4) and (5) for k s 2,3f..... sequentially that the s^
of equations (2) are analytic functions of the a*, in sufficiently restricted
domains* Since in aiqr closed donain for the athe upper hound M of the
functions f'(s;; R j t) is finite, it follows that from inequality (?)
there exist a (Tj and a T ^ such that the series (2) will converge uniformly
with respect to the a^ in their prescribed domains for all values of ^
and t such that t,"^ t T • Hence, by the theorem of
Weierstrass, the solution series (2) are analytic functions of the a ^ .
Differential Equations Yvliose Right Members Vanish with the Depen¬
dent Variables.- Consider the special class of differential equations
(24)
^ ds;\ tt = J t) ,
dt
B-Jt,) = a.. la-^jc r4 •
where the functions f. (s ; t) are analytic in the s; and continuous in
t for all values of the s^ and t for which (s^| < r^ ^ t < T ,
and where
(26) f. (Oj t) ^ 0 .
From the preceding paragraph the solution of (24) consists of functions
that are analytic in the a^ • Consequently these functions are expansible
as power series in the a- .
We may introduce a parameter by making this transformation
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73hen -we divide out the factor ^ « the differential equations have the
form of equations (12) iwhere the gj_(y^; t) are linear in the y- and th'and the
functions fi_(y^» ^ » "t) are power series in the y^ , star;bing with terms
of the second degree. It is obsearved that the terms of degree jp in the y
r-i
are multiplied by ^
YiTe can solve these equations by the methods employed in solving (12).
However, after a solution is made, we must put ^ ~ / . The result will
P
be power series in the a^ , the coefficients of ^ being homogeneous of
degree p -f 1 in the a ,
Illustrative Example«■« Consider the general problem
(26)
The solution has the form of equation (14). For this problem it is
(27)
$
YlTe may use equations (15) as a formula for determining the b>I*.






s - 1 ,
dt
(Z8)
I . 8, + 2S +dt
dt
- 8''^+ Vs ,
V-





1 + 2t - 1/2 t’" ,
1 - t ,
1 + 4t + t’ - 1/2 / + 1/24 t"* ,
1 + 1/2 t - t"* + 1/6 t^ ,
V.
Hence the solution series (27) become
8,-1 ■ (1 + 2t - 1/2 t’) ^ + (1 + 4t + t'
- 1/2 t^ 4- 1/24 t^)
- 1 - (1 - t ) ^ f (1 -h 1/2 t - t’ + 1/6 t )^'*
•which is the solution of (26)
CmPTER T
CONCLUSIONS
In our observations we have seen the part that analysis plays in
the solution of differential equations. We have eir^loyed to a large ex¬
tent two of the important geneiral properties of analysis, namely continu¬
ity and analyticity.
It }m.s been shown that if due consideration is given to initial
conditions in formulating problems in differential equations, there exist
solutions. These solutions exist whether all the arguments are analytic
or not. The solutions have certain properties such as uniform convergence
which can be established within some restricted domain. The introduction
of a parameter does not destroy the force and logic of the methods used in
the construction of a solution. • On the contrary, it has served to strength¬
en our case.
The importance of power series in the construction of solutions of
differential equations is emphasized. By power series we have been able
to determine the domain of convergence of a particular equation. Further
it ‘ plays , an important role in finding practical means of obtaining the
solution. However, it is not valid in the neighborhood of singular points,
but validity in this neighborhood is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Finally, from the methods presented in this thesis one readily sees
the force of analysis as applied to problems in differential equations







Theorem: If the series
F (t) = f|(t) -i- f,(t) -f
converges xmiformly with respect to t for all values of t for iflhich
|t|< R , and if the f^(t) are expansible as power series
(t) m 4 -f ^t^-f • . • . . ♦ (j ■ 1, 2, . ,
which converge for all values of t for iidiich (tj <;r , then the series
"I” + • • > • « (n BOflfSf • • . ,)
converge, the series
/ (t) = c,t 4 c^t4.
converges for all values of t for which / t| < R , r , and ^ (t) S'P (t)
in the region /1 ( -< R , r .
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APPENDIX B.
THE ROOTS OF EQUATION (22)
The roots of equation (22) are
f 4a' tt-t.)
The following are the processes for its reduction:
--I *''± VI - f
= -I -(-5
I I 5 ±
. f-g fc
iM
The numerator and denominator of the right member may he written as a
trinomial'perfect square and the difference of two squares respectively.
Then, taking the negative sign only.






/-/i li - V' ■
i+f- jf^a-to li -Vi - jT^it-O1
i-V»
lii 1 -
